munity.    With  the advance of the century, communal
politics became the fashion in India, and the effect of this on Hyderabad was marked. The paramount power was at this stage inclined to look upon the Indian States as bulwarks against the advancing march of nationalism within the country* This, too, encouraged the development of a separatist feeling and tendency amongst the ruling classes of Hyderabad* All in alL the conscious policy of the Hyderabad Government seemed to be directed towards a course not in keeping with the feel-of the bulk of its subjects.
With the partition of India and the abdication of the British, a new phase began in the history of Hyderabad. Feeling the need to strengthen itself by internal support, the Government administered to itself, what
one witness before us has called, a * homeopathic dose of democracy.' An attempt was made" to bring popular elements into the administration without disturbing its essential character of complete authority for, and responsibility to, the Xizani. The rulers of Independent Hyderabad, ha vino- fortified themselves by this measure, decided to remain independent, and refused to accede to the Indian Union, whose territories surrounded it completely and with whom the large majority of its subjects were in complete political accord. After prolonged fruitless negotiations, during the pendency of which much suffering was caused to the innocent, and many hundreds of thousands of people were driven out of their homes, or left them through fear, Indian Union troops marched into Hyderabad, The ruler decided that the wisest course was to dismiss his Council of Ministers and hand over the administration to the Military Governor. This unhappy chapter was closed by the ruler's becoming Rajpramukh and Hyderabad's becoming an integral part of the territories of India.
New administrative problems arose immediately thereafter.    Many of the senior officers of the Government had been concerned in action against the Indian Union* Some of them disappeared of their own accord, were dismissed.    Anticipating this state of affairs* Union  Government  had  sent  down,   with   its forces, civil officers prepared to take charge of       adm»is-tratioa  from the  very beginning,  so that  there be' no  hiatus  or failure  of work,    Military  operations haying been concluded, in a matter of three days?
*"

